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Abstract
Tuberculosis is one of the major infectious diseases in developing countries, and the length of time for which the chain of transmission is maintained has been implicated as a major factor in the perpetuation of the disease. In this context, regulatory agencies in such countries have approved new diagnostic tools, which have been almost immediately incorporated into the national tuberculosis control programs. Health interventions have been increasingly investigated in clinical trials, including explanatory trials (in order to evaluate the beneficial effects of such interventions) and pragmatic trials (in order to aid in the decision-making process). We argue that the evaluation of new diagnostic techniques for the detection of tuberculosis should not escape this same logic of evaluation.
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Resumo
A tuberculose é uma das principais doenças infecciosas em países em desenvolvimento, e o tempo durante o qual a cadeia de transmissibilidade é mantida tem sido apontado como um dos principais fatores de perpetuação da doença. Nesse contexto, novas ferramentas para o diagnóstico têm sido aprovadas pelas agências regulamentadoras nesses países, e sua incorporação é quase imediatamente implementada pelos programas governamentais de controle da tuberculose. As intervenções na área da saúde têm sido cada vez mais investigadas em ensaios clínicos explanatórios (que avaliam seus efeitos benéficos) e em ensaios clínicos pragmáticos (que auxiliam na tomada de decisão). Nós argumentamos que a avaliação de novas técnicas diagnósticas para a detecção da tuberculose não deveria escapa dessa mesma lógica de escrutínio.

Descritores: Tuberculose/diagnóstico; Tuberculose/prevenção e controle; Ensaio clínico controlado como tópico.

General aspects regarding the evaluation of new diagnostic tests for different adverse health events

Although there are various ways and steps to evaluate the potential value of a diagnostic test for clinical use, the choice of study model depends on the question to be answered.

The first question that a new test raises is whether the results obtained in sick individuals differ from those obtained in healthy individuals. In order to answer that question, a study should investigate individuals who are known to have a given disease and those who are healthy, as well as analyzing the results obtained in each group. Such studies evaluate the sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of the new diagnostic test for a given disease and do not constitute a diagnostic measure; rather, they constitute an initial phase that might contribute to a deeper understanding of the mechanism of action of the disease, as well as aiding in controlling the disease. In that
phase, there is usually greater participation of researchers who are involved in basic and applied basic research, conducted at university research laboratories, research institutes, and industries.\(^{10}\)

The next question is whether the test can, in suspected cases of the disease in question, distinguish between individuals who have the disease and those who are healthy. In that phase, the evaluation traditionally occurs at clinical research centers and consists of comparing the new test with a reference test, i.e., the gold standard, in order to obtain measurements of diagnostic accuracy, such as sensitivity and specificity. Such studies constitute the vast majority of those evaluating new diagnostic tests and published in recent years, having been conducted at clinical research centers, universities, and research institutes with the support of the industry and (usually) the structural conditions needed in order to meet the demands of regulatory agencies, such as the Brazilian National Health Oversight Agency and the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

In order to make health care decisions, including those regarding the diagnostic method to be used, we have to consider the available scientific evidence regarding the risks and benefits of alternative strategies. However, we should also take into consideration the reliability of such evidence. That concern provided the spark for the emergence of a series of formal systems designed to grade the quality of evidence, which can range from very high to very low. Among such systems, the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) system, adopted by the World Health Organization (WHO), is noteworthy. The GRADE system was initially proposed in Canada with the objective of evaluating new recommendations for tuberculosis control, having come to be more widely used in developed countries in the last decade.\(^{2-4}\)

The GRADE system has two principal functions. First, it classifies the level of scientific evidence on the basis of the ability of a study to avoid systematic errors or biases, as follows: level 1—clinical trials and systematic reviews/meta-analyses of clinical trials; level 2—observational cohort and case-control studies; level 3—descriptive studies, whether analytical or not, with no comparison group; and level 4—case studies or expert opinions. Second, it grades the strength of the recommendations, meaning that studies with a high level of scientific evidence do not necessarily entail a high grade of recommendation, and vice-versa. For instance, a disturbing adverse effect could make a given treatment option inappropriate for certain patients, despite the fact that the evidence for that treatment option originated from high-quality randomized studies; in contrast, a given adverse effect documented by observational studies could refrain physicians from prescribing a certain treatment when there are other, equally effective (and safer), options available.

Although the recommendations for the use of diagnostic tests and those for the use of therapeutic interventions follow the same rationale, such tests have peculiar characteristics and pose unique challenges, as evidenced by the application of the GRADE system to the area of diagnostic tests and strategies. The evaluation of the results of new diagnostic tests shows that a low accuracy greatly limits the clinical value of a given test; however, a high sensitivity or a high specificity (or a combination of the two) is not enough to guarantee an improvement in patient-centered and physician-centered outcomes. In practice, clinicians wish to know how much a given test can influence the clinical judgment when deciding on how to treat a given patient. The question is whether the individuals who are tested do better than do those who are not in terms of the outcomes of the diagnostic and therapeutic interventions resulting from the new test. That benefit is rarely evident in the literature; in general, as is the case of tests for early detection of an asymptomatic disease, this can be accurately evaluated only by following individuals who were randomly selected to undergo the test of interest, a different test, or no test.

The use of clinical trials in order to evaluate diagnostic procedures is still in its infancy. In most cases, the best diagnostic strategy is unknown, given that each has advantages and disadvantages; however, the question is whether the new diagnostic strategy should really replace the current strategy, and studies should evaluate the effects that the new strategies have on the decision-making process, as well as on patient-centered outcomes and on the costs to society.

One of the difficulties is that diagnostic tests have no direct impact on patient-centered outcomes; rather, they affect subsequent decisions. The relationship between a given diagnostic test and patient-centered outcomes is predominantly
indirect. The primary desired effect on patient health is rarely produced by the diagnostic test itself. The real interest lies in how the information obtained by the diagnostic test can improve health, meaning that the desired effect is achieved through the mediating role that the diagnostic test plays in the decisions regarding other interventions. The information obtained by a diagnostic test is more commonly used in order to support decisions regarding treatment initiation, modification, or discontinuation. Therefore, a comparison of diagnostic strategies is actually a comparison of strategies that include the diagnostic method and the treatment that it entails. In this case, the value of the diagnostic test is evaluated, as is the benefit of early detection and appropriate treatment of the disease. Therefore, the advantage of randomized studies is that they reduce the bias created by external factors when comparing groups. However, it is fundamental that the results be generalizable; how different are our patients from those included in the studies? Can the results obtained in those studies be applied to our patients?

Only after more than two decades of systematic reviews and meta-analyses was it realized that the outcomes assessed in most clinical trials do not answer the key questions involved in the decision of whether or not to incorporate the technology into the health care system; such studies involve specific populations that are unrepresentative of the general population and, in general, do not include cost-effectiveness evaluations. In the late 1990s, the distinction between explanatory and pragmatic clinical trials began to gain prominence. Explanatory clinical trials, conducted at clinical research centers, seek to answer questions of effectiveness, i.e., whether and how an intervention works, whereas pragmatic trials are conducted to support decision making in the health care area and, to that end, are carried out under conditions that are very close to those under which health care facilities routinely work. Pragmatic trials also involve patients who are very similar to those who will need treatment in the future. Pragmatic trials have received little or no attention from the academic community, government funding agencies, and industries, the last of the three being particularly interested in registering the product with regulatory agencies.

The situation is not different in the diagnostic testing area. Industry-funded diagnostic accuracy studies conducted at clinical research centers have been enough for new diagnostic tests to be approved by regulatory agencies (the US FDA, the European Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal Products, and the Brazilian National Health Oversight Agency) for marketing. The new diagnostic tests are incorporated into the private health care system as soon as they are commercially available, on the basis of studies involving a limited number of cases, meaning that the expectations regarding the utility of those tests are subjective. In the current economic system, lobbying by the industry and civil society (the latter being influenced by marketing strategies) has created a situation in which individuals seeking health care are offered all technological innovations for which there is any scientific evidence, however minimal, even if there has been no systematic evaluation of the impact that such innovations have on the health care system.

Evaluation and incorporation of new technologies for the diagnosis of tuberculosis in Brazil and in the world

Tuberculosis is one of the major infectious diseases in developing countries, as well as being a major cause of morbidity and mortality. Tuberculosis transmission has been reported to be a major factor in the perpetuation of the disease worldwide, being associated with factors such as social inequality, the advent of AIDS, and the aging of the population. The WHO estimated that the overall incidence of tuberculosis in 2009 was 9.4 million cases, the incidence of tuberculosis in that year having therefore increased in comparison with the incidence of the disease in 2000 and in 1990 (8.3 and 6.6 million cases, respectively). Although
the total number of cases of tuberculosis has increased (in absolute terms) with the growth of the population, the number of cases per capita has decreased. However, the rate of decline remains low, at <1% per year. In 2009, there were approximately 440,000 new cases of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB), 150,000 of those patients having died. In addition, there were 1,400,000 deaths among HIV-negative patients and 380,000 deaths among HIV-positive patients, which translated to approximately 4,700 deaths per day.

One of the major factors for the emergence of new cases is the length of time for which patients with pulmonary tuberculosis remain without diagnosis and treatment, therefore maintaining the chain of transmission. The diagnostic yield of sputum smear microscopy for AFB is low (40–60%), principally in patients with low bacterial load in respiratory samples, as occurs in HIV-positive patients and in those with other immunosuppressive diseases (30%). For thirty years, the WHO no longer considered tuberculosis research a priority; however, in 2006, through the Stop TB Partnership Second Global Plan to Stop TB, the WHO again recommended that tuberculosis research be conducted in the areas of development and evaluation of new diagnostic methods, drugs, vaccines, and management strategies. An increase in the diagnosis of paucibacillary tuberculosis, tuberculosis/HIV co-infection, and MDR-TB was therefore essential to the success of the plan, given that rapid diagnosis of tuberculosis allows the initiation of pharmacological treatment and reduces the length of time for which the chain of transmission is maintained, therefore reducing the number of individuals infected by those with the disease.

Although the sensitivity of AFB-positive sputum smears is low, sputum smear microscopy for AFB is still one of the tests that are most widely used in order to diagnose drug-susceptible pulmonary tuberculosis in developing countries. However, in most of those countries, culture for mycobacteria, the sensitivity of which is higher (80–85%) than that of sputum smear microscopy for the diagnosis of drug-susceptible pulmonary tuberculosis, is performed on Löwenstein-Jensen solid medium and is indicated only in selected clinical cases, including cases of treatment failure, persistently negative sputum smear results, and extrapulmonary forms. The major problem with culture on Löwenstein-Jensen medium is the long incubation period (4–6 weeks), drug susceptibility testing being performed with the culture rather than with the clinical specimen, several more weeks being therefore required in order to obtain the results.

In HIV-positive patients and in children, the WHO recommends that priority be given to the evaluation of patients with respiratory symptoms (cough for more than 2–3 weeks) in order to search for cases of pulmonary tuberculosis, a strategy that has proved inappropriate. Recently, one group of authors identified 267 cases of tuberculosis among 1,748 HIV-positive patients suspected of having tuberculosis and reported that cough for 2–3 weeks constituted a finding that did not aid in the diagnosis. The presence of cough and fever (regardless of the duration), as well as of sweating for more than 3 weeks, was found to have a sensitivity of 93% and a specificity of 36%. In a review article, one group of authors proposed the development and evaluation of clinical and clinical-radiological scores for the diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis in children and adults in various epidemiological settings. This underscores the urgent need for evaluating new diagnostic approaches that might have greater impact on the regions that are most affected by tuberculosis/HIV co-infection and MDR-TB. However, when evaluating new diagnostic technologies, we should consider detection strategies that include the analysis of factors associated with access to health care (patient delay, health care system delay, or both).

The WHO has proposed tests that increase the sensitivity of sputum smear microscopy. However, in practice, until 2007, with the universal use of sputum smear microscopy alone, 30–40% of the patients treated at health care facilities in developing countries were treated for tuberculosis without bacteriological confirmation. Also in 2007, in order to respond more effectively to the worldwide emergence of tuberculosis/HIV co-infection and MDR-TB, the WHO recommended the use of liquid culture for the detection of *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* and for drug susceptibility testing, on the basis of a review of the available scientific evidence and of consultation with an expert panel. In 2008, the WHO recommended the use of molecular tests for rapid screening of patients suspected of having MDR-TB. That recommendation was
based on systematic reviews, expert opinions, and preliminary results of effectiveness obtained in demonstration projects (phase III/IV) carried out at clinical research centers. Such tests should be reserved for respiratory samples with positive smear microscopy or culture for mycobacteria.\(^{[21,22]}\)

A systematic review of studies evaluating new diagnostic tests for tuberculosis demonstrated the lack of methodological rigor of most of the studies.\(^{[23]}\) The authors of the review reported that biased results from poorly designed studies could lead to early adoption of new diagnostic tests, with little or no benefit.\(^{[23]}\)

In recent years, guidelines for the standardization of study models in the area of infectious diseases have been published; according to those guidelines, in addition to evaluating the accuracy of a new diagnostic test, studies should evaluate various algorithms (i.e., not only those for individual tests), as well as evaluating the relative contributions of the new test to the health care system, the incremental value of the test, the impact of the test on clinical practice (i.e., its impact on decisions regarding treatment), the cost-effectiveness of the test under routine conditions, and the impact that the results obtained with the new test have on patients and society.\(^{[24-26]}\)

In 2008, one group of authors analyzed data from the literature and concluded that the new recommendations included in the guidelines for tuberculosis in developed countries—based on the highest level of scientific evidence (GRADE)—were rapidly incorporated into the clinical guidelines adopted in developing countries, few changes being made in order to adjust the guidelines to the health care needs in those countries.\(^{[27]}\) In addition, another group of authors reported that most of the clinical guidelines developed in developing countries were not certified by the Advancing Development Guideline, Reporting and Evaluation in Health Care (AGREE).\(^{[28]}\) In 2009, the Third Brazilian Thoracic Association Guidelines on Tuberculosis were published, including 24 recommendations based on the level of scientific evidence available. In the diagnostic field, despite the lack of randomized clinical trials confirming the cost-effectiveness and clinical impact of new tests, the guidelines followed the recommendations by the WHO and the FDA, namely the use of liquid culture in nonradiometric automated systems and the use of commercially available molecular tests, respectively, in paucibacillary respiratory samples for the diagnostic investigation of pulmonary tuberculosis.\(^{[29]}\)

A recent survey of 16 countries with a high burden of tuberculosis found that 7 of the countries investigated had adopted the new diagnostic tools recommended by the WHO in 2007.\(^{[30]}\) Curiously, none of the 7 countries evaluated the impact of the incorporation of the new technologies, which is in disagreement with what has been proposed by the WHO and the Stop TB Initiative.\(^{[31]}\)

Regarding new diagnostic tests for tuberculosis and MDR-TB, liquid culture methods—such as Bactec 960 (Bectec)—and molecular tests—such as EMTD (Gen-Probe), Amplicor (Roche), TB Test (Biometrax), MTBDRplus (Hain Life Sciences), and, more recently, GeneXpert (Cepheid)—have been evaluated and recommended by the FDA in the USA and the corresponding agencies in the European Union, being marketed in those countries. Those tests have also been marketed in the private sector in upper-middle-income countries, such as Brazil. Although there are no reports in the literature regarding pragmatic clinical trials and the cost-effectiveness of these tests for the diagnostic approach to tuberculosis or MDR-TB in developing countries, the Xpert™ MTB/RIF test was recommended by the WHO in December of 2010.\(^{[32]}\) The Xpert™ MTB/RIF is a fully automated molecular test with an integrated processing model designed to purify, concentrate, amplify, and identify target sequences of the \(rpoB\) gene for the diagnosis of resistance to rifampin. The test is applied to sputum samples and provides results after 120 min, without the need for an expert in molecular biology. The results obtained in demonstration studies (phase III) confirmed that the test is highly specific for the diagnosis of tuberculosis and rifampin-resistant tuberculosis. The sensitivity of the test was found to be 72% in sputum samples from patients with negative sputum smear microscopy, similar to that of other molecular tests, such as Amplicor and EMTD. However, the Xpert™ MTB/RIF test can be decentralized to secondary health care facilities, given that it does not need to be performed in a molecular biology laboratory.\(^{[13,14]}\)

In recent years, it has become a consensus among policymakers worldwide that emerging countries, such as Brazil, should lead the way.
in health technology assessment, as well as in the analysis of the impact of the incorporation of new technologies, focusing on how the new technologies can improve or maintain health. Diagnostic tests should not escape this same logic.

In recent years, Brazil has been the only emerging country in which health technology assessment has been prioritized, the Brazilian National Ministry of Health having created a special committee for the incorporation of technology, a committee that established norms for the sector. New technologies will be incorporated into the public or private health care system only if the studies investigating those technologies are conducted under field conditions in different regions of the country; if they employ the most appropriate study design; if they include an analysis of the impact that the new technologies will have on the health care system; and if they can provide data to support a health policy.

In 2009, the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro School of Medicine, the University of São Paulo School of Medicine, the Federal University of Minas Gerais School of Medicine, the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul School of Medicine, the Oswaldo Cruz Foundation Institute of Scientific and Technological Communication and Information in Health, and the Brazilian National Ministry of Health Department of Health Care established a partnership, designated PROQUALIS, in order to disseminate information and technology among health care facilities and workers and provide support for issues related to the quality of health care through a collaborative network of public and private universities, together with the Brazilian National Ministry of Health, the Brazilian National Ministry of Education, and the Brazilian National Ministry of Science and Technology. In addition, the PROQUALIS supports clinical practice by providing guidelines and technical/scientific literature that is current and relevant to health professionals in Brazil. The information is selected by a national network of experts. Surprisingly, as the discussions and information exchanges began, the following facts were noticed: the technicians who participate in health technology assessment do not interact with those who devise or modify norms, manuals, and clinical guidelines (the exception being the technicians working in England, Spain, Canada, the Netherlands, and New Zealand); most of the directors of professional associations (medical or otherwise) in Brazil are unaware of the criteria used internationally in order to grade the quality of guidelines (AGREE) and have different views regarding the development and monitoring of changes in clinical guidelines.

Because any change in clinical guidelines or manuals of standards entails the incorporation of a technology that might be uncritical and harmful to patients, the health care system, or both, it has become a priority to bring researchers working in health technology assessment closer to the professionals who devise norms, manuals, and guidelines, especially those in the field of medical education, with the objective of implementing curricular changes in the medium and long term.

In 2009, researchers affiliated with the Rede Brasileira de Pesquisa em Tuberculose (Rede TB, Brazilian Tuberculosis Research Network) played a relevant role in the development of the new version of the Brazilian National Ministry of Health Manual of Epidemiological Surveillance for Tuberculosis. The Rede TB proposed that any change in the manual be considered a technological incorporation, and the proposal was accepted. Therefore, any change in the manual requires an evaluation of its impact on the Brazilian national health care system. It was considered strategic to bring the professionals who develop guidelines closer to those who evaluate health technologies. In the 2009–2010 period, technicians in the Brazilian National Ministry of Health Department of Science and Technology, technicians in the Brazilian National Ministry of Health Department of Health Surveillance, researchers affiliated with the Professor Hélio Fraga Referral Center, researchers affiliated with the Oswaldo Cruz Foundation Clinical Research Institute, researchers under the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro Academic Tuberculosis Program, researchers under the Rio de Janeiro State University Academic Tuberculosis Program, and researchers affiliated with the Rede TB, as well as representatives of the Melinda Gates Foundation, the International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease, and the United States Agency for International Development, worked together in numerous multidisciplinary activities. Those activities led to the development of two nationwide projects aimed at evaluating the incorporation of new diagnostic tests for tuberculosis and MDR-TB currently marketed in Brazil and available via the private health care system (GeneXpert and
MTBDRplus, respectively). Those operational research projects prioritized pragmatic randomized clinical trials and evaluated the costs of the new tests to patients and the health care system, as well as analyzing scale-up. In 2010, the Brazilian National Ministry of Health provided financial support, and, in 2011, international financial transfers occurred. The primary objective of the platform agreed upon among the participating institutions is to meet the demands of the Brazilian Ministry of Health Committee for the Incorporation of New Technologies in order to identify settings in which those diagnostic tests can be incorporated into the public health care system.

In parallel, in order to aid in the discussion of this issue, the International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease and its regional partners, such as the Rede TB, have recently published a new proposal for a platform to evaluate the impact of new technologies for the diagnosis of tuberculosis, a platform that will be adopted by the WHO in 2011. In addition to prioritizing operational research through pragmatic randomized clinical trials, cost analysis, and scale-up, the new health technology assessment platform includes aspects related to equity and access, as well as qualitative studies involving users, health professionals, managers, and local/international industry representatives who will be able to identify factors hindering or facilitating the incorporation of new technologies into the various health care systems. The expectation is that the new platform will aid in answering at least one simple question regarding the incorporation and dissemination of new diagnostic methods for tuberculosis: will the new technology be better for the patients and the current health care system in the country? In addition, new techniques are increasingly compared with current techniques in terms of the amount of resources required. Health is no longer the only criterion on which health care decisions are based; social costs, personal displeasure, and the time spent by health care system users, health professionals, or both should also be taken into account.

As previously mentioned, new diagnostic tools are often incorporated into the routine of health care facilities as soon as they are approved for marketing by regulatory agencies—on the basis of their sensitivity and specificity, as well as of ROC curves—in a frenzy that, although often unjustified from a patient-centered standpoint, certainly appeals to the desire that clinical researchers have for innovation and the desire that manufacturers and laboratories have for marketing the new tools.

One of the criticisms of pragmatic clinical trials is that they prioritize the applicability and generalizability of the results over the internal validity of the study. However, it is inevitable that introducing the perspective of patients in evaluations makes the outcome measures of the study more subjective and therefore more prone to biases. Nevertheless, we must recognize that, regardless of what is being evaluated, the results will always be colored by our perceptions; our observations probably speak more to how we define a problem and categorize the possible outcomes than does any real phenomenon that we might observe. The consequence of this pragmatic approach is that it is impossible to conduct such an investigation in a "purely experimental" environment, if that is ever desirable. Applied basic research, clinical research, operational research, and clinical practice become intertwined, and the primary outcome measures should always be patient health and greater health care system effectiveness in the areas into which a new technology will be incorporated.
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